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For non-profit professionals seeking attention in the publishing world, the biggest
buzzword in the industry today is "platform." Soon to be found under "P" in the indexes
of every book on getting published, platform is the new "it" word. Now publishers are
using platform to mean a tailored promotional plan-the groundwork that is being laid by
an author. "In this context, platform refers to an author's ability to manifest meaningful
sales through her own efforts, whatever they might be outside of anything a publisher
might do," says literary agent Jeff Herman, author of the Writer's Guide series.

As a media savvy professional in the non-profit world, you already know the importance
of pitching that special writer, arts program or public outreach agenda to both funding
committees and the community at-large. Now, as you enter the literary marketplace you
also need to build your project's platform. You may assume the selling points of your
potential book are obvious, but they may not be. An acquiring editor needs to have
confidence not just in the information and the writing, but in the platform. Editors refer to
an author's salability with sales reps, who in turn must pitch to booksellers. A book's
platform sets the stage for reaching readers through marketing and publicity, such as in,
for example, print and broadcast media. But people are confused about what a platform
is and mistake publicity for a platform, points out literary agent, Sheree Bykovsky.
"Publicity builds or can help build a platform, but the platform is both your credentials
and your visibility to a wide audience," says Bykovsky. "If you (or your organization)
have a name that is recognized, or an audience eager for your book-you are an
authority in your field and many people trust and respect your information, then you
have a good platform, and even before the book is written, it has a platform."

A successful platform is a bridge that connects you and your project to a potential
pubisher.  And connecting with people, says Jill Lublin, author of the best-selling book
Guerrilla Publicity and Networking Magic, is the foundation for success.  "People play
closer attention to those with whom they're connected," says Lublin.  "Powerful brands
are built on people."
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Once building a persuasive platform was the province of a publisher.  "In the not-too-
distant past, authors used their published books to build their platforms, explains
editorial consultant Tonianne Robino.  "That's still true today, but not in the same way.
Nowadays, publishers are looking for authors and organizations who already have an
impressive platform.  Once you have a strong platform, your chances of being published
will exponentially increase."

"When a publisher buys a book these days they are also buying the whole package
which includes the platform--the prospective author or organization's ability to reach a
large segment of their reading audience such as via radio, television, Web sites and
newsletters; visibility to the market and ability to reach the market, says Bykovksky.

When your goal is publication, Pitchcraft—writing about your writing—becomes as
important as the publishing project itself.  Like the proverbial buck, the book starts here.
Publishers are always in search of the joie de livre of a special book--writing that takes a
fresh look, writing that is insightful, infatuating, observant or prescriptive.  But to catch
the eye of the superstore, they must publish books that sell.  "The concept of platform is
elevation--the opportunity to be distinguished from the crowd," points out agent Meredith
Bernstein.  "Today a book must create a unique set of opportunistic forces that enhance
its appeal to a publisher."

"Publishing must tread the tightrope between art and commerce," says agent Michael
Larsen of San Francisco. "Publishers want books that they can publish with pride and
with passion, but to survive, they must publish books that sell."

An agent needs to know from the get-go why you will appeal to readers. You must put
aside your deep connection to your work and even the amount of work you have put
into it. Your work is a fishhead in the bustling literary fishmarket that is today's
publishing business.  You've got to prove that yours is the tastiest, freshest fishhead in
the house.  Make us want to buy it.  Make us need to buy it.

While many agents became agents because they love literature, venerate books, and
wrote papers on the novels of Jane Austen in school, this alone does not spell success
for an agent in the business. One succeeds by having what P.T. Barnum described as
"the ability to see what is all around you just waiting to be seen." We see raw material,
raw ideas, and the gleam in authors' eyes. Then, we envision how these could be grown
into a book. We ask ourselves how your writing will be considered inside a publishing
house, how your book-as a literary property-would succeed in its bid for publication.
This is paramount in our minds from first write to last rights.

The way you query an agent-the way you introduce your work and how you built your
book's platform-must be influenced by these things. They are more than trends. If you
want to understand and speak the language of bookselling, answer the question posed
by editor Max Perkins (who discovered Hemingway and Fitzgerald), still being used by
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editors today: "Why does the world need this book?" Add to that, the question, "Why am
I the one to do it?" and you'll have the groundwork for a solid publishing platform.

TTTThhhheeee    PPPPiiiittttcccchhhhccccrrrraaaafffftttt    PPPPllllaaaattttffffoooorrrrmmmm    CCCChhhheeeecccckkkklllliiiisssstttt::::

1.  List all of your potential book's selling points.  When describing your platform, you
can detail all of the ways you or your organization are already promoting your proposed
book to readers, including media attention, academic and literary journals, online
promotions, lecture tie-ins, official Web sites, cross-promotions, e mail newsletters,
public events, national and regional periodicals, ongoing author appearances, features
and interviews.  Organizations and individuals can also build their platforms with
endorsements and blurbs from other noted authorities, awards, reviews, and through
participation in readings, events and conferences.

2.  Study the shelves where your book would be sold.  Visualize your book there and
ask yourself what is missing.  What is not yet there on the bookshelf?  Is there a gap in
the market that you are gong to fill? Then it's time to make the perfect pitch and show
from the get-go what Oprah will want to know.

3.  Prepare a book proposal with a marketing section discussing your project's platform.
"A great proposal is a faithful distillation of the full work.  It makes clear what the
parameters of the work are with a reliable understanding of the book's contribution to
the market and projection of its potential audience," says agent Rita Rosenkranz.

4.  "The right idea," writes literary agent Michael Larsen in "Niche Your Pitch," from
Making the Perfect Pitch will enable you, your organization or your collective authors to
build a career, book by book, reader by reader, talk by talk and city by city."  What ideas
do you want to share?  What is your mission? What is your message?

5.  When you begin to build your platform, these are the questions to consider:  Does
your non-profit organization have access to mailing lists that can be used to announce
and promote your book?  What might work for publicity purposes?  Where will your book
be promoted--conferences, professional organizations, public forums and events?  List
your current public speaking venues (seminars, workshops, professional meetings,
readings) where book promotion would be possible.  When you answer these questions
you are on your way to building a strong platform for your book.  Understand publishers
want to launch books to the widest possible audience.  And your platform will lay the
foundation for a successful book.  "Even if the publisher does nothing, they stand to sell
books and make a profit, due to leveraging the authors' infrastructure and efforts,"
explains Jeff Herman.

When asked about platform, agent Jeff Kleinman says, "We hear more and more that
publishers are looking for projects with a great built-in platform (already existing national
speaking venues, impressive endorsements, television or magazine tie-ins, and so
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forth), and in this media-and celebrity-driven marketplace, such a platform will get the
book serious consideration.

That said, I think that publishers are still looking for that old-fashioned project they can
fall in love with, that they can't put down, that they can't stop talking about: if the book
can tap into deeper emotions than "Can we sell XX copies?"publishers still have the
ability to make all the rest fall in line."


